BIG BAG EMPTIER
SSS2
TS04-003

Big bag emptier SSS2
Robust and flexible construction
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BIG BAG EMPTIER
SSS2
TS04-003

Function
The Big Bag Emptier is an emptier where the big bag by means of suitable lifting equipment is
lowered down over the emptier and thereby the bag will be cut up in the bottom by pointed knives.
On the upper side there is a rubber cuff, which is shaped in accordance with the bag and therefore
gives a dust-tight connection.

Standard of equipment






Support legs with rubber dampers for suspension
Vibrating motor 230/400 V, 50 Hz, 600 W
Outlet connection NV 250/PN10
Suitable for big bags with diameter 1100 or smaller
Manufactured in normal steel and surfaced according to Scanmatic standard painting
program

Optional equipment














Double rubber cuffs to avoid dust
Centered arms to fixate the big bag
Broadened knife for wider cutting of the big bag
H-knife for alternative cutting of the big bag
Hatch in the emptier funnel
Lifting device for lifting with electric telpher
Extended lifting device for lifting with fork truck
Stand for electric telpher
Fluidization to prevent arching in the emptier funnel
Platform with stairs
Bag storage rack where forklift leaves the yoke with the
hanging bag at the top
Grating in the outlet
Yoke 500 kg
Yoke with stand for fork lift
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Special
The Big Bag emptier can also be manufactured for other dimensions of the big bag, other outlet
connection and in other materials e.g. stainless steel.

The knife cross is demountable and easy to
adjust to get a wider cut.
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